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Electric linear actuators help small-footprint
AGVs boost industrial productivity
Automated guided vehicles (AGVs)
can improve industrial productivity
by 50-70% but require adequate
room to move about increasingly
space-constrained factory floors.
The more functionality AGV
designers can pack into a small
footprint, the greater will be the
value to the end-user. Choosing the
right actuation technology is critical
to that value, and AGV designers are
increasingly choosing smart electric
actuators when seeking high-
performance motion control in a
small space.

Intelligent actuators open application integration
possibilities for AGVs such as this lifting table, which
takes advantage of capability to synchronize
movement of multiple actuators.

A recent article examines the benefits of space-conscious actuators such as the
Electrak® HD and how these products are changing engineers' mindsets when
designing for AGV applications.

Think you know lead screws and stepper
motor linear actuators?
Watch our new Tech Tips videos

Sometimes a web page, brochure or chat
on the phone cannot fully communicate or
demonstrate a technology, product
feature or other idea. That's where
Thomson Tech Tips videos come in. Our
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VISIT THE TECH TIPS VIDEO
LIBRARY

LEARN MORE ABOUT STEPPER
MOTOR LINEAR ACTUATORS

latest additions to the library cover our
lead screws and stepper motor linear
actuators, and can help you better
understand how to select or use these
products.

Video titles include:

Understanding Start, Lead and Pitch on Lead Screws
The Difference Between PTFE and Standard Coating
Defining Backlash
Stepper Motor Linear Actuator Assembly Configurations
Encoder Benefits for Stepper Motor Linear Actuators  

Save time and avoid hassles specifying
machining for round rail shafting
Try our new special machining selector tool add-on
The common issues amongst traditional methods of shaft machining are the time-
consuming amount of labor and ensuing delays associated with creating a
manufacturable 2D drawing. The new special machining add-on to the popular
Thomson online shafting selector tool relieves those burdens. This feature offers the
most commonly used machining options, which are presented in real time as a
customized 2D drawing and can be automatically converted for download as printable
PDFs or sharable links.
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